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New Dawn Mining
a gold play in Zimbabwe
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producers to receive foreign currency for their gold sales. This
measure was very supportive to
keep mines running and thereby
maintain employment plus access
to hard capital from gold sales. In
addition, the country has now permitted domestic transactions to be
settled with foreign currency,
which will help to simmer down
the inflation issues.
New Dawn has been active in
Zimbabwe for more than 12 years.
Most of the other players in the
mining sector have abandoned
their operations and left the country. Zimbabwe was once a significant producer for gold, and there
is tremendous untapped potential
at many shut-in mines. As things
rebound, backed by a solid balance sheet and a stable beachhead with the operations at Turk,
New Dawn effectively becomes a
natural consolidator for some of
other mines in the country.
In South Africa, New Dawn
controls 74 percent ownership of
the Blue Dot mine project. This
too was recently in production
with two developed underground
mines in close proximity, again
operating under nearly ideal circumstances. Access to reliable hydroelectric power is also an issue
at Blue Dot, with occasional interruptions that effect mining operations. New Dawn has opted for a
conservative mining strategy with
modest production targets for
2009, while exploration and development work will continue at
the mines by the internally generated cash flow from operations.
Reliable data suggests that upwards of one million ounces of
gold resources can be documented at the two mine projects controlled by New Dawn. One of the
first priorities will be to build upon
these resources through exploration work to discover other deposit areas. Nonetheless it is significant that more than 10 years of
production can be sustained from

the existing resources even if not
one new ounce of gold is found.
The company is less than a
year old since it completed its IPO
in 2008 and therefore is very attractive on the basis of a tight
share structure, with only about
30 million shares outstanding.
The balance sheet is clean, with
no long-term debt outstanding,
and about US$4.7 million in
working capital on hand. And as
mentioned above, the operating
margins are robust. New Dawn is
capable of generating some impressive cash flow numbers even
under minimal production levels.
The objectives for the short
term are to resume production at
both projects. Management expects to achieve an annualized
production rate of about 20,000
ounces of gold by the end of 2009.
The company has the ability to increase production with minor
plant modifications and as additional staff can be recruited and
trained the plan is to scale up operations to generate incremental
growth of 4,000 to 8,000 ounces per
year. There is always the potential
for an acquisition of a new mining
asset and management has reviewed several promising targets.
Shares of New Dawn currently
trade in the 50-cent range. This
represents an exceptionally cheap
entry level for investors relative to
the operating strength of the
company, the cash in the treasury,
and the leverage to gold resources
at the mines.
While one should never overlook geopolitical risks, the market
discount relative to its assets
would suggest that the potential
upside for this company justifies
a speculative position for risk-tolerant investors.
Michael Kachanovsky is a freelance writer who specializes in
junior mining stocks. He can be
reached at mike@smartinvestment.ca.
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